All BLOOD IS RED
LYRICS

False Flag
Create catastrophes,
it’s the new world order
Painful realities
hidden undercover
Shameful hypocrisy
leads us to disorder
Remove our liberties
only makes us stronger
False Flag
False Flag
Make a self inflicted wound,
blame it on the others
Start a propaganda machine,
just read the front covers
Act unrepentantly
victims of our culture
Covert operationals
trying to drag us under

Small Are We
Carnival in the sky,
leave behind gravity
Flashing lights, energize
look into l.e.d.
Take away memory,
can’t forget everything
Hypnotic regressing,
now we see
Small are we
Carnival in the sky,
wide awake, open eyes
Look above, stars at night,
mothership undefined
Powered by electromagnetic energy
reverse technology
now we see
small are we

Smokescreen
Zombified sheep - wool over their eyes
Bliss is ignorance,
consumed in material lives
Conditioned, fooled by the lies…
We live
in a smokescreen
Time to realize
wake up from this daydream
Nine to five
world keeps spinning
Break up the routine
wake up from this daydream
Mass media controlling our minds
‘Reality’ turned on its side
Cut throat, each for their own
there’s no place like home…
Warning Has Broken
Fear of state,
state of fear
Future’s bleak,
where to from here?
sound the alarm,
smoking gun
Retaliation
The enemy is deep inside
the state that we live in
Creating illusions
the warning has broken
Seems insane to support them,
campaign of destruction
Dead women and children
The warning has broken
Run for cover?
or take it head on?
Demonstrate
one million strong
Turn a blind eye,
democracy
has truly failed

Molten (feat. Jaz Coleman)
The innocent cry,
the murderers thrive, but don’t sigh
To be by your side
in this three-dimensional ride
I glow like molten
Hurt me some more or stab me for earthly rewards
Invincible smile
I see my fate, I walk towards
I glow like molten
And where the air’s champagne I'll drink you
And where the streams are clear
I'll find you
And with the greenest silk
I'll bind you
You’re always in my dream...
I glow like molten

As Above, So Below
If you feel the energy of ancient stone you’re not alone
Guided by a force now left behind
from another time
Megalithic sites map out the land
mirror the skies
Follow me into the unknown,
the physical is not my home
And in the end we’ll meet again,
beyond the grave, never-ending
Deep beneath the ground
the rivers flow energy grows
The lightning in the sky gives life to primal cells
Forces from above
forces from below
affect us all

Paralyser
Cold chill, so still
the night is black as the silence
Trapped in a dream even a scream cannot wake
Psychotic notion or real intervention
Senses alive but body practically dead
Voices from beyond seem like
thoughts in the mind
Try to wake up again but it’s no use
In the intangible spirit spiral,
Beyond lucidity so hard to break loose
Paralyser
Projected to a place where souls are recycled
Personality erased from every one
History deleted time-lapse execute
Chaotic regeneration begun
staring into infinity the end coming
But this type of flame will never go out
Sacrifice all knowledge and understanding
Frozen bodies they are useless to us now
Paralyser

Free Fall
“I said you know we’ve had such terrible loss of life…

maybe the smartest thing to do is, is pull it…
err... and they made that decision to pull and then we watched
the building collapse”
How to bring a building down
using planned demolition
Termite there long before
there were any collisions
200,000 tonnes of concrete and steel
vaporize into nothing at all
Dropping to the ground in seconds
leaving no evidence
Free fall speed
free fall speed free fall speed

“Larry Silverstein on ‘America Rebuilding’
on pbs said that they blew up building 7…
he saw it did you see it on pbs?
we pulled it, he said on
pbs we pulled the building…. Pbs
We’ve had such terrible loss of life
The smartest thing to do is pull it”
The official explanation
blind to laws of physics
Evidence of a cover-up?
You must be mistaken
Collapse, collapse on its feet
down deep to the foundations
Plumes of dust, ash and smoke
transfixing all nations

As If
Mother Earth, suck you dry
gave us life, so we can destroy
Melt the ice, waters rise
climb up high, climb up high…
Overlook ecology, all we need
a bomb or three
Mother earth, tuck you in
put you to sleep, destroying…
Planetary systems
life evaporating
Temperatures are changing
over population
Mass evacuation
need a place to live
Mother Earth, put you down
you’re getting old, it's time to move on
We’ll defy gravity, to get away
find a new place
Bleed the oil, burn the coal
there’s nothing left, nothing at all
Fire burns now, too much pollution…
Mother Earth, rise again
send hurricanes, trigger earthquakes
Now we see a little more
how not to be, before it’s too late
Limited resources,
not so free anymore now
Countdown is set, got to go away…
Do we need another place?
do we need another place to live?
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